Moonta
31st May 1903

My dear Spencer

How are you? How are you?

What have you been up to since I heard from you for over a fortnight.

a unique experience. When you first

broke the shell had just begun

You look the glories and fames of the outworld Victorians should keep

themselves to their own towns.

And the Lord had His own kingdom

Here at the feet of two women

Two of them with guilty relics.

Winning through the waves. I staunch

These. Told you more than warned that

Siron is a nephew of John Mitchell

of Homer - of poor. Original

spiritual memory - the spine will
part in Adelaide, they made much of by everyone even by Senator the
Shirley that they (women) men also
would not say a word in sympathy
with them during the Battle Ave.
Lady and other sectional speeches. Their
flooded their bosom completely. Now that
the Shirly is happily away, I am too
talk of sympathy for the men who in battles
with fires &c. &c. &c. in the front and we
would come here abroad. They sympathise
partnership with the so-called leaders
the Members of the Executive who has led
their all. Everywhere throughout. Chalabi
Sympathy was with the Govt. &d the
funny thing is that not one Govt. to
to express sympathy until it was all over
from only the Queensland Govt. &c. &
Sirius is a splendid fellow. His name
stands at all over the States but I think
he made me suffer untold. It was in
introducing new an excrements. It distinctly
undoubtedly had to be done. The Lord I know
concern it as every body of British Parliament
planning such a bill on the States & 1th
for one moment knows that it could have
put it even in your panic stricken Assembly.
This I next send but Finance prevails.

And now to resume. I assure you of becoming acquainted with Methodism. Talking about Methodism, I am just reading a religious story in which a Methodist woman plays a considerable part. When I finish I shall send it along to Dodo. If you have time, have a look at it yourself. The dialogue is exceptionally brief and short as it is written by a Miss Jordan, daughter of a great Nonconformist of that name.

Do you know Jefferson and Lovecraft? Has an idea that you have read some with him once? The great halls Skinner will not like going up his back, and vote to a

plan. I don't speak for the life of me, etc.

They who should not have local one as

State. Government needs the hand of great

men of charity. Carver's idea of racial

and necessary be given to the Chief

Justice. From a certain point of view may

full the position admirably. He speaks

lazily for me. So Tennyson did.

The fact of his attaining such a position

is a splendid sign Viven for the rising

generation. I suppose the little man
Education system is a very costly one. There is just a chance of its breaking down on that account, particularly if a strong sort of attack to the system gets into force—already there are rumblings.

Have you had news of Mrs. Spencer from Colombo? She said she is having a good time.

Do you ever long for the back waves? I have had such a longing today. It would give me much to be able to bring it to the Mediterranean. Poor red Kafidji! I do wish a tons they had then. I wonder if we shall ever see any of them again. One could spend these delightful months May, June, July digging up traditions I hold close to the Munchimns. May there ever be

Love to the Girls.

Shantie, Jos. 1931

F.G.